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A pragmatist may indeed be any of these things; but it is not clear that any of these things, alone or together, really tell us what pragmatism is. Minimally, if this quick survey is any indication, the meaning of the word 'pragmatism' is in need of clarification.
It is hoped that a bit of historical analysis of the origins of philosophical pragmatism will help to correct this problem. That is in any case what this book is about-the origins of philosophical pragmatism. I am not sure what Obama means by the term 'pragmatism'; but what it should mean, we will come to see, is that one's concepts-and thus one's ideologies and their constituent principles-are not as clear as they could be until one has operationalized them (and if that cannot be done, then those concepts are to that extent unclear). Pragmatism is after all a philosophical stance or attitude about the contents of our concepts, asserting that it is not enough to know how concepts are related to one another but that we also need to know how they work on the ground when applied in concrete situations (Engel 2002; Kantor 2009; Lizza 2007; Obama 2008b; Schultz 2009 ). It is this latter characterization of pragmatism that one does not see enough of in the press. It also indicates how and why it is rather hard actually to be a pragmatist and not just to brandish the term about to gain rhetorical points, or worse, to try to legitimize self-serving policies.
Of course, the answer to the slavery question was already embedded within our Constitutiona Constitution that had at its very core the ideal of equal citizenship under the law; a Constitution that promised its people liberty, and justice, and a union that could be and should be perfected over time.
And yet words on a parchment would not be enough to deliver slaves from bondage, or provide men and women of every color and creed their full rights and obligations as Preface / vii citizens of the United States. What would be needed were Americans in successive generations who were willing to do their part-through protests and struggle, on the streets and in the courts, through a civil war and civil disobedience and always at great risk-to narrow that gap between the promise of our ideals and the reality of their time. (Obama 2008a) For Obama, whether as a "clear-headed" realist or merely as a self-interested political strategist, these statements may be the expedient things to say in a speech on "race" in the midst of a campaign for the U.S. presidency. In fact, though, and in spite of any such political expediency, these statements point to what pragmatism actually is as it plays out in political arenas-the view, namely, that real meaning is grounded ultimately in concrete worldly actions and their sensible consequences.
In colloquial terms, this says that it may seem easy to talk the talk, but the talk is empty of real content if you can't walk the walk. The point here is not just that one should walk one's talk-not just that one should do something and not just talk about it. The point rather is that one does not really know what one is talking about except in terms of such doing. Pragmatism is thus a view about the nature of the semantic and pragmatic contents of one's words, not a moral admonition of some sort.
To understand what this means, we need to put the newspapers and magazines down for a bit and try to get accustomed to working through some rather dense philosophical texts. Many people like their pragmatism in small doses, with a large measure of mixer. Here we serve it neat. At certain junctures, there will be some long quotations from primary texts-in particular, from the writings of William James and Charles Peirce. It is hoped that readers will be inspired to find and read the original texts in their entirety. It is assumed that many readers will not yet have actually read these texts, in which case this may be a first opportunity for those readers to see how viii / On What Pragmatism Was pragmatism was originally conceived. Even if one has seen these classic passages before, perhaps it would be good to see them again. Somewhere in all of the politicking, this material is getting lost.
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Preface iv It is doubtful that anyone caught up in the daily grind of governing a country would bother with such philosophical nit-picking; but I would like to think that Obama is actually not incorrect when he labels his attitude or methods as pragmatist in nature. I would like to think that he is not incorrect in the sense that he understands (1) that pragmatism is a method for clarifying his policies and not itself a particular policy or doctrine, and (2) that this method is inferentiallist but that, more fundamentally, it is operationalist. That is to say, he has claimed to be a pragmatist, and I would like to think that such a claim is consciously truthful rather than rhetorical garbage (Frankfurt 1986 The answer is simple. Principles typically are systematized elements of some ideological framework. Ideologies and thus principles are couched in conceptual terms. As such, so far as pragmatism is concerned, for one's principles or ideology to be as clear as possible, their constituent conceptual terms must be operationally and functionally defined. That is, the pragmatic maxim applies to any concepts employed in any given ideology-political, scientific, or otherwise. To say that Obama (or anyone else) is a pragmatist means not that he has a particular ideology (e.g., liberal or progressive), or that he has no ideology and thus no principles, but that any ideological position that he does have will have been formulated in specific ways, namely, in ways that are functionally coherent and operationally grounded.
Political Pragmatism / 97
Why is this to be preferred-as opposed, say, to not being a pragmatist? Obviously, we do not want a president to be either functionally incoherent or operationally disconnected. But even in the sense of being functionally coherent and operationally grounded, one may be a pragmatist and still be rather closed-minded. A pragmatist may well be an absolutist, an ideologue, so long as one's ideology is to some extent functionally coherent and in some way operationally grounded.
Pragmatism in itself is not a cure for dogmatism, narrow-mindedness, or stupidity. There is nothing inherently virtuous or vicious about operationalizing one's concepts; and either way, it can be done well or badly.
But the pragmatist attitude is to be preferred simply on methodological if not logical groundsin the sense that, while pragmatism does not guarantee intelligent decision making, it is (virtually) a necessary condition of intelligent decision making (ignoring the undependable vicissitudes of luck).
Without a prgmatist methodology, we can kiss intelligent governance goodbye.
Pragmatism is to be preferred over other known philosophical attitudes for the simple reason that, for better or worse, it best reflects human nature. In particular, pragmatism encapsulates the best (workable) features of both empiricism and rationalism, and rejects their respective onesidedness. Likewise, operationalist-plus-functionalist pragmatism embraces the arts as much as the sciences. Pragmatism provides the conditions by which one may be wholly enabled, using a full complement of human faculties, rather than being methodologically disabled in one way or another.
Being fully enabled methodologically does not entail that a pragmatist is ideologically neutral, though open-mindedness in the face of the humble realization that one does not know everything may be a fairly normal pragmatist attitude. In any case, some kind of ideology is in fact unavoidable-it is a part of human nature, whatever your station in life may be. Pragmatism would be immediately refuted if it ruled out all forms of ideology (Hayes 2008). Indeed pragmatism does not force one to refrain from explicitly ideological or partisan discourse, but it does rule as 98 / On What Pragmatism Was unworthy certain kinds of ideology-particularly, any ideology that is so abstract or detached from the world as not to be able to accommodate an operational clarification of its basic concepts.
Pragmatism in the political arena, especially if characterized only as a version-2 pragmatism (e.g., Rorty 1998), may seem to carry with it a default partisan commitment to progressivism as The problem with any particular ideology "is not its content but its form. Not the substance of ideology but the fact that [one is] too wedded to it, too rigid and dogmatic" (Hayes 2008 We-as Americans or simply as human beings-build ideologies to make our way through life the way we build ships to navigate the world's oceans. A ship's captain and crew utilize compasses and related navigation tools to know where they are and where they are going-using locally manageable tools to get a sense of realities well beyond the confines of the ship itself. External realities like the local direction of the planet's gravitational and magnetic fields simply are what they are, independently of how the ship is built; and the ship's compass, if it is to be of any use, has to be built to move freely on a pivot, not rigidly attached so as to be aligned always with the ship's deck.
If the analogy holds, one's "moral compass" should not be rigidly aligned with one's ideological conceptual framework either but have a flexible sensitivity to a larger reality that (surely) one's ideology does not fully encompass. Having a "moral compass" that is able to "pivot" in response 100 / On What Pragmatism Was to the "rocking" of one's ideology is surely the way to go-that is, if a compass analogy is at all appropriate.
What this means, literally, is that moral judgment requires a sense of history (garnered through experience) and interpretive skills oriented to a humble but alert appreciation of the fact that longterm consequences of our actions proliferate well beyond what we are able to discern by present
lights. An engrained humility in this respect could be that on which a fully charged and reliable moral compass would pivot.
